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The Suzuki Burgman ABS is a sporty scooter that puts comfort and practicality on top of its
priorities list. It was built around a cc, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, single-cylinder, DOHC engine
which sends its power to the rear wheel through an automatic transmission. The Suzuki
Burgman ABS comes with a spacious seat, an adjustable backrest, a pretty big windscreen and
a plush suspension that gives you a hassle free riding experience. Once on board you are met
by an easy-to-read instrument panel that includes a speedometer, tachometer, odometer, twin
tripmeters, clock, indicators for the ambient temperature, average fuel consumption, fuel level
and coolant temperature. The stopping power is handled by twin front discs paired with a rear
disc brake and an ABS system. The Burgman ABS is striking in style and flowing with comfort.
Powered by a cc liquid-cooled engine, the Burgman ABS is a blast to ride around town. With
plush suspension, stepped seating, and an adjustable backrest, each ride is as comfortable as
the last. Simply put, the Burgman ABS is the ultimate scooter for style and performance.
Warranty 12 month unlimited mileage limited warranty. Read More. What do you think?
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The Burgman ABS is striking in style and flowing with comfort. Powered by a cc liquid-cooled
engine, the Burgman ABS is a blast to ride around town. With plush suspension, stepped
seating, and an adjustable backrest, each ride is as comfortable as the last. Do you know this
bike? Click here to rate it. We miss 2 votes to show the rating. Displacement :. Compression :.
Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Storage bay large enough
for two full-face helmets, and a smaller compartment for personal items. Compare US insurance
quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's
top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at
Bikez. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Rate motorcycles you know Rate motorcycles
you know and help your fellow riders to find the bike that is right for them. Bikez has the most
users and the most extensive motorcycle rating on the net. It includes reliability, design, engine
performance, accident risk, repair cost, offroad capabilities, racing track capabilities and
touring capabilities. The ratings are also used to rank the most popular MC models each year
since The lists are adjusted weekly as new ratings are added. Suzuki Burgman Suzuki Burgman
specifications, pictures, reviews and rating Suzuki Burgman Picture credits - Suzuki. Submit
more pictures. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the
respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web
uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle
catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. Suzuki Burgman Suzuki Burgman specifications,
pictures, reviews and rating. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a
review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend
List related bikes. Come rain or wind, roadworks or gridlock the Burgman gives you the
freedom to explore and is designed to get you around safely, comfortably and always in style.
Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension
:. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Storage bay large enough for two full-face helmets, and a
smaller compartment for personal items. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 13 Suzuki
Burgman discussion group or the general Suzuki discussion group. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Rate motorcycles you know Rate motorcycles you know and help your
fellow riders to find the bike that is right for them. Bikez has the most users and the most
extensive motorcycle rating on the net. It includes reliability, design, engine performance,
accident risk, repair cost, offroad capabilities, racing track capabilities and touring capabilities.
The ratings are also used to rank the most popular MC models each year since The lists are
adjusted weekly as new ratings are added. You can check out the rating of the Suzuki Burgman
and compare it to other bikes here. Rating sample for this Suzuki bike. Racing track capabilities
for the Suzuki Burgman You can also compare bikes. It features a large saddle that can
accommodate effortless two people, a modern handlebar with handguards and a large
protective windscreen. Moreover, you also get heated grips and a passenger backrest as
standard. As far as storage places are concerned, the Suzuki Burgman X ABS offers a large 62
litre under-seat storage and a lockable front console with DC outlet. Thanks to its capable
engine, the Suzuki Z ABS can deal great with high way speeds, but also with city traffic. In the

Burgman Suzuki has combined motorcycle technology with the best scooter features and ABS
as standard to create a machine which appeals to both the sense of fun that riders seek from a
two-wheeler, while also giving a healthy dose of practicality. The versatility and convenience
from the twist and go engine makes it a stylish scooter for work or pleasure and long distance
cruising at motorway speeds is well within its capability for those weekends away. With
luxurious additions such as knuckle guards, heated grips and a passenger backrest as
standard, the upmarket Z-Edition is a no compromise two-wheeler fully capable of delivering
practical, fun, economical transport in style and comfort. Read More. What do you think?
Motorcycle Finder:. Suzuki Burgman. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us.
Automotive journalist job. The Burgman debuted in the USA and Canadian markets for after
being available internationally since Now in its third generation, the Burgman remains on sale
as of The Type S Burgman added chrome bars, chrome mirrors, blacked out rims, white gauges
and a body colored rear spoiler. For the Burgman entered its second generation with an all new
model below in white. The Burgman used a new cc engine that featured DOHC, liquid cooling,
fuel injection and 4-valves. Also new was the styling which took on an edgier look. The
Burgman also got a larger windscreen, more underseat storage 62 liter , a larger front wheel and
a nice new instrument panel. A third generation of the Burgman shown at top was launched in
North America for This all new third generation featured a sportier emphasis, with the machine
getting smaller and lighter. It has a new riding position that is shifted forward to aid handling,
but is perhaps less comfortable for all day touring. The upsides of this new generation are the
sporty styling and better handling, with the downsides being a loss in touring comfort and
substantially less storage. Storage space is similar to previous generations in the legshield
area, with the familiar dual glove box setup, but the underseat storage is notable smaller â€”
declining from cavernous to merely large shown , so it can just swallow two helmets. Other
noteworthy changes with the third generation are a 5mpg improvement in fuel efficiency, a 1.
While the third generation Burgman is lighter, it still lags far behind the first generation lbs in
the lightweight department. The first two generations of Burgman used a single cylinder,
4-stroke, 4-valve, liquid cooled engine, while the second generation adds fuel injection, dual
cams and an extra 14cc cc vs cc. Both motors are capable of propelling a single rider to about
95mph, but the second generation motor boasts improved efficiency. The â€” Burgman
normally records about mpg, while the second generation sips fuel at mph which is pretty good
for a lbs dry machine. The first generation motor was smaller at cc but it also propelled a much
lighter lbs machine which is why performance between the generations is quite similar. Both
motors are well regarded, reliable motors. The Burgman provide adequate power for interstate
touring, and a 95 mph top speed, while bettering the mpg that the larger Burgman achieves. For
the third generation Suzuki went with a lower compression The core motor is the same as the
prior generation e. This overhauled motor loses a single horsepower compared to the prior
model Suzuki claims you can get another 20 miles on the same Yamaha Scooters. Vespa
Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters.
Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ Honda SH i. Kymco
ZX Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9 Piaggio Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki Burgman AN Vespa
Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter Sales Brochures Service Manuals. Reading Suzuki Burgman
AN Share Tweet. Brand Home Suzuki. See all results. More Stories. The Suzuki Burgman was a
single cylinder, four-stroke scooter produced by Suzuki between and Max torque was Claimed
horsepower was The engine was a liquid cooled single cylinder, four-stroke. Stopping was
achieved via double disc. The front suspension was a telescopic, coil spring, oil damped while
the rear was equipped with a link type, coil spring, oil damped. The Burgman was fitted with a 3.
The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The Burgman is one of the very popular maxi
scooters of the last decades, and riders indeed have a lot of reasons for loving this machine.
First of all, the Burgman packs a lot of power and this makes it as useful for urban commuting
as it is rewarding for highway use and longer trips, as well. Another high grade is awarded for
the premium comfort, as the Burgman offers excellent weather protection and plush seating for
two and generous storage. Who said that all maxi scooters looked dull has definitely not laid an
eye on the MY Burgman Type S, a special trim offered by Suzuki to those in search of more
sporty genes for their two-wheelers. Type S add-ons include an aluminum spoiler in place of the
passenger backrest, a smaller, tinted windscreen, chrome accents, and limited edition black
wheels and a contrasting white instrument panel. Performance is also top-notch, just like in the
case of the base model Burgman , with the generous storage and comfort levels intact. The
Burgman is one of the references in the world of maxi scooters, and a machine which can
provide almost as much thrills as a motorbike. This premium two-wheeler exudes comfort for
both rider and passenger, both enjoying plush seats and backrests, ample floorboards and
better weather protection from the massive front cowl and the tall windscreen. Power comes

from a cc liquid-cooled injected single, while stopping force is catered to by and mm hydraulic
brakes. Factor in the generous underseat storage and the awesome top speed of the Burgman
and get ready for fun. For , the Burgman has received multiple upgrades, tarting with a new
liquid-cooled, injected cc engine for more power and lower noise, breathing out through a
redesigned exhaust which meets Euro 3 regulations. The underseat storage space has also
been tweaked and it offers 62 liters of space for your luggage or groceries. Aesthetic upgrades
also include revisited headlights and taillights, bodywork and instrument cluster. The Burgman
also got a larger windscreen and a new, 14" front wheel with dual hydraulic disc brakes. The
model year does not introduce dramatic changes for the Burgman maxi scooter. Suzuki's recipe
seems to be a successful one so the "don't fix it if it's not broken" approach looks like a very
smart one. Riders are in for quite a lot of two-wheeled fun aboard the Burgman , as the scoot
retains its nimble character which allows it to even race bigger bikes occasionally in the urban
clutter. Burgman also retains premium seating and very good weather protection, plus
generous underseat storage complemented by smartly-designed compartments. If a motorcycle
is a tad too much for you but you just won;t ride a 50cc scooter, the Burgman is your machine.
If someone thought that Suzuki will miss the opportunity to cater for the security needs of
certain maxi scooter riders, they were wrong. The MY Burgman ABS is the two-wheeler which
encompasses the functional practicality of a maxi scooter with a manageable engine delivered
in a trim that's safety-oriented to meet the ever-increasing demands of safety-conscious riders.
All the nifty Burgman inspired styling and features have been retained and infused with the
extra piece of mind anti-locking brakes introduce. As for comfort and rewarding riding
experience, the Burgman ABS is not cutting any corners, just like any new machine must. In
case the version of the Suzuki Burgman seems too powerful and almost too frightening for what
you need, here's a smaller version which should do. The MY Burgman retains the precious
styling of its bigger sibling, with the ample front end and windscreen, generous floorboards for
both rider and passenger and two-level seat. Massive looks are however a tad deceiving as this
scooter is agile and a perfect machine for slicing the urban jungle. Storage remains a premium
feature of the Burgman family, and your city errands will benefit from this quite a lot, expanding
the functionality and practicality of this scoot quite a lot. Sporty looks, precise and
economy-focused fuel injection, plush seating and good weather protection are only adding to
the fun factor of riding the MY Burgman Both Suzuki and the fans of Hamamatsu scooters
understood the fact that adding ABS to the Burgman was the way to go, so the model year
retains the feature as stock. This maxi scooter also retains the most important things which
turned it into such a successful two-wheeler, and we have to mention the brawny
single-cylinder engine, excellent ergonomics for both rider and passenger, the generous
underseat storage and the premium front storage compartments. Add in the top-drawer
suspension and powerful braking system and enjoy the ride, in and around the city. And if you
have some highway to do, you should not fear: the Burgman ABS is fast enough for you to lose
your license. In the Suzuki Burgman ABS continues to be one of the most revered maxi
scooters in the middleweight rage of this segment. This machine packs the same sensational
mixture of good, stylish looks, long-range comfort and practical features, and high street
performance. With generous storage capabilities both under the seat an in the front, the
Burgman ABS can be your trustworthy shopping partner,s commuter buddy or a great company
on your way to school. With ABS brakes and plenty of room for two, the very good weather
protection is a bonus which also makes longer journeys a feasible project aboard the Burgman
ABS. And of course, a wide range of accessories can only meant that your Burgman ABS might
become even better. UK receives a special treatment from Suzuki, as a dedicated cc Burgman is
offered alongside the cc and cc versions. Agile in the urban jungle, the Burgman can help you
reach your destinations faster if you use the highway. And doing high speed will not be a
problem for the rider, as the windscreen provides excellent protection from the weather. Not a
motorcycle as most riders understand it and definitely so much more than a scooter, the
Burgman ABS can be the perfect and stylish city slicer and the highway brawler. A thick plush
seat, generous floorboards and a tall windscreen matching the aerodynamic fairing, cavernous
storage both under the seat and in the front dash and predictable acceleration from the injected
single-cylinder engine make riding the Burgman ABS a nifty experience. Add in the ABS brakes
for both wheels and motorcycle-derived suspensions and get ready for a blasting experience in
the saddle of the Burgman ABS. An agile two-wheeler by nature, the Burgman ABS can also be
fast when needed, while retaining all the premium features, such as first-class seating comfort,
excellent wind protection for the rider and excellent storage capabilities for both urban errands
and longer trips. With a motorcycle-derived chassis and a punchy engine, the Burgman ABS
also boasts a precise automatic transmission and a huge tank which provides exceptional
range. Add in telescopic forks, ABS-equipped hydraulic disc brakes and rich looks for the

ultimate step-through maxi scooter fun. Suzuki added ABS to the Burgman and saw that it was
good. And they did. This maxi scooter continues to provide both stylish looks which turn heads
and a lot of attitude backed by solid street performance. The ample and comfortable seating for
both rider and passenger is one of the trademarks of the Burgman family, and the ABS model
does not stray from the path. Add in excellent wind protection, generous storage under the seat
illuminated and in the front cowl, and plenty of nerve from the cc liquid-cooled fuel injected
engine for a rewarding riding experience. And with automatic transmission, things are even
more convenient. From CycleChaos. Suzuki Burgman Manufacturer Suzuki. Western Power
Sports. List of Suzuki motorcycles. Categories : Scooters Suzuki scooters s scooters s scooters
s scooters Standard motorcycles Suzuki motorcycles s motorcycles Multiple Infoboxes.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23
November , at Front: telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Rear: link type, coil spring, oil damped.
Service Manual. Now you can have all of the practicality of a commuter bike, a quiet four-stroke
engine, ease of use, tons of storage space, lots of equipment and all in a package that is
grandly called a luxury scooter. We took the plunge and headed off down the road on one of the
best selling scooters in the U. But what scooter ownership can offer is an alternative, cheaper
way of getting about instead of using a car. You get a lot of carrying capacity, excellent fuel
economy and the fun of being on two, albeit quite small, wheels. Europe has known about
scooters for years. But those noisy old Vespas and Piaggios of the past have slowly been
replaced by sophisticated larger scooters that seem light years away from the original concept
of being just a form of two-wheeled transport. They have also got faster, streamlined and more
comfortable and have really nothing in common with the original concept except perhaps
offering a utilitarian, practical appeal. But it comes at a price. Underneath all of the flashy
bodywork of a 21st Century "luxury scooter," some of the original principles apply. Ease of use,
nimble and convenient. To our eyes it looks like the offspring of a liaison between a sport bike
and a scooter. But the big give away is its step-through seat and the tiny inch front and inch
rear wheels. The wheelbase of a conventional Vespa is just over 50 inches. Suzuki has
stretched the Burgman to That storage space is a striking feature of this Suzuki. There are two
separate smaller compartments alongside the instruments that can take a wallet or keys. The
lids are a bit flimsy and are hard to latch securely but they serve their purpose. You can actually
stow two helmets in the under-seat space if you need to. With all of that carrying space on the
Burgman you can ditch the backpack too. In line with its utilitarian appeal, nearly all riders
should at a stop be able to plant both feet flat on the ground sitting on the inch high seat. The
cc engine is mounted very low, so there is a low center of gravity, which makes it a doddle to
ride at low speeds. Unlike some other modern maxi scooters, such as the Yamaha TMAX and
the Burgmans's cc big brother, the motor is mounted to the swingarm in conventional scooter
fashion. That obviously impacts the ride, with large bumps upsetting the rear suspension,
which then takes a while to recompose itself. The seat is huge and can easily take two people.
You passenger is not going to have many complaints either. At the heart of this Suzuki is a cc,
single cylinder, water-cooled, DOHC four-stroke engine that has fuel injection. Suzuki does not
publish any performance figures for its engines but we did some research and according to
some European motorcycle web sites there is around 33bhp and 26lb-ft of torque. That, we feel,
is just about adequate if a little modest for the job in hand. The engine is coupled to a CVT
transmission so there is no gear lever and final drive is via a belt to the tiny rear wheel. Up front
you have telescopic front forks with 41mm inner tubes that give 4. An excellent feature is the
anti-lock braking which is what this scooter needs. Because there is a fair amount of weight
being carried by those small tires, they would struggle for traction under heavy braking and
ABS is a very sensible standard feature. There are twin mm discs at the front and a single at the
rear. The essence of a scooter is to be a practical run about. It can also take you a bit time to get
used to the scooter method of riding. For your money, you get a decent equipment level. There
are a lot of instruments and the dash layout is not that dissimilar from one that you would find
inside an average car. Plus you can monitor your fuel economy at a press of a button. But whilst
this would be a welcome addition it would undoubtedly push the price up. Rear vision is
excellent too thanks to a pair of large mirrors, which would look out of place on a motorcycle,
but somehow fit the image of this big scooter. At close to lbs, if you include a rider with some
luggage on board, the Suzuki Burgman is no lightweight. The cc engine is still brisk off the line
and will propel you along smoothly enough through rush hour traffic. The problem is that it
starts to struggle a little when you head out on to the freeway. Long distances on the freeway
on this version of the Burgman are not going to be a rewarding experience. The though is an
excellent runabout for around town, or for a daily commute but with limited freeway riding. It
handles well too. In smooth, fast sweeping corners the Burgman has absolutely no problem and
goes round them extremely well feeling composed and solid. Out on city roads it lopes along

nicely, keeping up well with the ebb and flow of traffic. But where it scores best is under 50mph.
The Burgman is quiet too and the flat black version we tested looks unpretentious despite its
"luxury scooter" tag. The best bit about this whole scooter experience is the fuel economy.
While that cc engine has to work extra hard at the top end it just sips gas at anything under
50mph. However, with the Burgman, we were seeing a consistent mpg just running around
town. In theory you could commute on this Burgman, carrying a laptop and brief case. When
you arrive, change into your work clothes and store all your riding gear under the lockable seat.
The Suzuki Burgman is a sensible, cost saving alternative to using your car for running around
town or commuting to work. Not many things at all. You may have some trouble explaining to
your motorcycle loving friends as to why you bought a scooter. The engine on the Burgman
gets buzzy at high speed and it is definitely more at ease on urban streets than cruising on the
freeway. The Burgman does its best to meld the two worlds but taking the controls after
throwing a leg through, instead of over, the machine, the differences are noticeable right away.
Claiming a dry weight of lbs, the Burgman is a different beast altogether from its smaller
scooter siblings, yet the low center of gravity and inch seat make it scooter-like easy to control
at low speeds or when stopped. There are good levels of equipment, easy to ride convenience
and practicality built in. We said at the outset you are unlikely to ever want to swap out your
motorcycle for a scooter. But the Suzuki Burgman makes sense as an alternative means of
transport for a host of other good reasons. It can be used instead of a car for running errands or
even going to work on every day. It will effortlessly and comfortably whiz you around town, take
you to the office, carry home groceries and cost you very little to run. Home Suzuki Reviews
Reviews. Jul 29, at pm ET. By : Tim Watson. Commenting Guidelines. Sign In or Sign Up. That is
why we give you a 24 hour, full money back guarantee. If you don't like the bike for any reason,
we will refund you the purchase price of the motorcycle. We cover repairs to the motorcycle's
engine and transmission so you can be comfortable purchasing a motorcycle from our online
showroom. It is one of the main advantages to purchasing a bike from us versus a private party.
We give you a guarantee - they don't. We stand behind our motorcycles and we cover
everything for the first 7 days. All our used bikes come with a money-back guarantee and no
hidden fees. We have access to over motorcycles and have been delivering motorcycles all over
the United States and ov
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erseas since Sales tax, title, license fee, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance
charges, emission testing fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price.
Vehicle is listed locally, we reserve the right to end the auction at any time. Full size photos.
Stock :. Vehicle Warranty. About iMotorsports Orlando. Contact us for more details. Terms and
Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Notice to
Bidders: All of the vehicles we list on eBay are for sale locally. We reserve the right to end an
auction early. Please call to make arrangements for payment. All sales transactions must be
completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. For all new Indian Motorcycle vehicles,
customer must complete sales transaction in-person in the dealership where the vehicle is
physically located prior to making shipping arrangements. New Polaris Indian Motorcycle
vehicles are not eligible for international shipment. Fees and Taxes.

